Leveraging Interlinkages Among SDGS Through Inclusive Partnerships with Local Communities
webinar chat - 31 January 2023

13:15:36 From Moussa Ibrahim barka : Hello everyone from Chad great presentation
13:16:10 From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez : Hi everybody!
13:16:13 From Maamalifar M. Poreku : Hello all good evening, happy to be here
13:16:14 From OPPO CPH2217 : Happy New Year everyone, I'm following from Mau forest of Kenya
13:16:14 From lamin dibba : hello every one from Gambia
13:16:23 From NYENDO KINYONGA : Hello ,from Tanzania.
13:16:38 From Omer KOKOU-TCHRI : Good evening from Omer (Africa Sustainable Development Board) in UK
13:16:45 From Sheku Bangura : Hello everyone Sheku Bangura From Sierra Leone
13:16:54 From Mahendranath Busgopaul : Hi Everyone. hello from Mauritius
13:17:02 From leidy forero to Hosts and panelists : Good afternoon Leidy F.
13:17:10 From Debora Ley : Hello from Mexico, hope you're all doing well
13:17:13 From Johnny Browne : Hi,
13:17:19 From Henry O-Sintim : Hello, From University of Ghana. : HENRY S.O.
13:17:20 From mohammed sadeck : Hello everyone , greetings from Algeria and looking forward to a very useful and timely talks. Mohammed Sadeck BOULAHYA, ClimDevAfrica
13:17:23 From Sprinner Ngorwe : Hello 🧡 from Kenya
13:17:35 From Juliana Silva to Hosts and panelists : Hello everyone! From Brazil!
13:17:54 From Deisi Kusztra to Hosts and panelists : Hello everyone from Brazil....
13:18:03 From Dr Sudhir Joshi : Hello from Dr Sudhir Joshi India
13:18:04 From Zedou Nguenamoun Njikam : Hi everyone from Cameroon
13:18:12 From Francis Oduor : University iversity of Kabianga, Kenya
13:18:33 From marysewuese Kuma : Hello everyone, Kuma Sewuese Mary, from Angel Support Foundation, Nigeria
13:18:44 From Johnny Browne : Greetings from Liberia, I look forward to a insightful learning resource
13:19:04 From Pauline Kariuki : hello everyone,Pauline-Rural Women Network Kenya. pauline@ruralwomenkenya.org
13:19:06 From Majdi Alnajjar : Greetings from Oslo!
13:19:15 From Pradeep Secretary Co-founder : This is Pradeep mohapatra, Secretary & Co-Founder, UDYAMA, India, www.udyama.org
13:19:32 From Maricel Elorde : Greetings to all from the PH
13:19:47 From D Denny to Hosts and panelists : Greetings from Brazil denny.thame@usp.br
13:19:47 From Ivonne Pereira : Hola a todas y todos de Chile
13:20:11 From Al-Mahroof Muhammad : Al-Mahroof Muhammad from Nigeria
13:20:13 From Esosa Orhue : Hi everyone, Esosa from Nigeria (E-Warehouse Consulting)
13:20:25 From mohammed sadeck : Hello, I'm Ghufran Abudayyeh
13:20:39 From D Denny : Greetings from Brazil denny.thame@usp.br
13:21:44 From Moussa Ibrahim barka : excellent presentation congratulations everyone 😊😊😊 from Chad to
13:22:55 From Olga Djanaeva : Warm greetings to everyone! Olga Djanaeva, Women's association Alga, Kyrgyzstan
13:22:58 From Mohammed Sadeck: I'm Ghufran Abudayyeh, the MENA Chapters Coordinator at Catalyst 2030! Happy to be here to learn from all of you and especially Mr. Mohammad Sadeck Boulahyah!

13:23:23 From Coumba Tine to Hosts and panelists: Hi everyone greetings from Senegal 🇸🇳


13:24:00 From Muguro David Ngige: Greetings from Muguro David Ngige of Dajopen Waste Management in Kitale, Kenya.

13:24:56 From Charles Nouhan: Dear Colleagues, please put any questions you have into the Q&A box, not the chat box. Thank you.

13:25:28 From Charles Nouhan: Many thanks to all of you for joining us today.

13:25:56 From Android Bluedroid: Please are there translation

13:26:53 From Charles Nouhan: Sorry, not this time. Funding was not available for simultaneous interpretation, although SF does often secure funds to do so.

13:27:00 From Maimouna BA: You are welcome, it's a pleasure. Maimouna BA, Burkina Faso


13:30:13 From Astou Sillah: hello everyone I'm ASTOU SILLAH from Senegal RECODEFSenegal ex FEMNETSenegal


13:30:40 From Rupesh Adhikari: thank you


13:31:18 From Priscilla Assumang: Hello everyone from Ghana 🇬🇭

13:31:33 From Sheku Bangura: Nice presentation

13:31:53 From Maamalifar M. Poreku: wonderful presentation, thanks

13:32:12 From Dr. Kakha Nadiradze: Warmest greetings from AFRD Georgia, brilliant presentation, Kakha Nadiradze

13:32:15 From Jonathan Onyibe: Johnson Onyibe, jeonyibe@yahoo.com, @Ahmadu Bello University, Nigeria. Thank you for the wonderful presentation.

13:32:16 From Majdi Alnajjar: working together 🙏

13:32:40 From Majdi Alnajjar: Collaboration!!


13:38:40 From Naim Kapucu to Hosts and panelists: Greetings from Orlando Florida


13:41:30 From Dancilla Mukakamari: Greetings from Rwanda, I am Ms Dancilla Mukakamari

13:41:39 From Moussa Ibrahim Barka: 👏👏👏

13:41:43 From Rupesh Adhikari: thank you

13:41:45 From Moussa Ibrahim Barka: Great

13:41:52 From Pramila Sharma: pramila Sharma Sr Advocate from Agra India

13:42:05 From NGUENKWE Bertrand: Hi everyone

13:42:17 From NGUENKWE Bertrand: I am Bertrand

13:42:33 From NGUENKWE Bertrand: Bertrand Nguyenkwe from Cameroon

13:42:43 From Birgilio Rivera: Greetings from Mexico, Uso Inteligente/Smart Use attending www.usomx.com

13:44:57 From Sanat Kumar Barua: Sanat Kumar Barua from Bangladesh

13:48:15 From Mohammed Sadeck to Hosts and panelists: This is excellent on point it possible to have a copy of the slides? And I trust the recording will remain accessible on YouTube?
From Charles Nouhan: Please note that we will make the presentations from today available on the SF website. You will get a message from the Zoom platform tomorrow with a link to the recording, the presentations, and a text version of the chat.

From Mohammed Sadeck: Very happy to be here. I am Lubna Dajani calling in from NY and look forward collaborating with you all.

From Muguro David Ngige: Thank you. Sharing the presentation is a noble idea.

From Santiago Obispo: Hi, is Santiago Obispo, from Amazonas, Venezuela of the Red de Cooperación Amazónica REDCAM / Amazonian Cooperation Network AMACON.

From Santiago Obispo: Regards. We are from the Amazon Cooperation Network (REDCAM), from traditional local communities of Amazonas, our email is redecam@gmail.com and the staff is sobispo@gmail.com, in capacity building with an approach based on traditional knowledge. Thanks.

From Rupesh Adhikari: thank you.

From Priscilla Assumang: thank you too.

From Santiago Obispo: .... we are from traditional local communities of the Orinoco River, Amazonas, Venezuela, how can we join this ongoing process/project from the perspective of our traditional knowledge?

From Mohammed Abdulmawjood: I am Dr. Mohammed, director of Engineering Association for Development and Environment-EADE,

From Mohammed Abdulmawjood: local NGO From Iraq.

From Mohammed Abdulmawjood: Observer admitted organization with COP, UNFCCC.

From Mohammed Abdulmawjood: Granted special consultative status with ECOSOC.

From Mohammed Abdulmawjood: director@eadeorg.com.

From Younoussa Keita: Younoussa KEITA, République de Guinée président fondateur de l’ONG EDER (Environnement, Développement et Énergies Renouvelables) ongeder1@yahoo.com:

WhatsApp: 00224656117955

From Ihuoma Ephraim: We’re grassroots NGO based in Abuja, Nigeria. We would love to partner/collaborate. ihufavg@gmail.com

From Stephany Breytenbach: Hello everyone! Pleased to e-meet you. Stephany Breytenbach here from Capitals Coalition. I'm an anthropologist with experience with stakeholder engagements on mines in South Africa. Great to be part of the conversation.

From NZOA Gervais: I have technical matters with connection.

From Sheku Bangura: Advocacy Network Against Irregular Migration Local NGO based in Sierra Leone, website www.anaims.org email sbangura@anaims.org

From Muguro David Ngige: Thank you. Sharing the presentation is a noble idea.

From Jean Claude DEGBE: Jean Claude Paul DEGBE je viens du Bénin. de l’ONG Participation Active des Dirigeants Jeunes Élite Niant l’Aboulie email padjena6000@yahoo.fr

WhatsApp +22997267974 ongpadjena.blogspot.com

From Muguro David Ngige: Then Mr. Thomas you are welcome to have your project in Kenya and North Rift Region in particular. Thank you for that educative presentation.
From Charles Nouhan: Gentle reminder...please do not be shy...feel free to put questions in the Q&A section, thank you.

From Thomas Rebermark, Stockholm International Water Institute to Hosts and panelists: Dear Mr. Muguro Ngige, You are more than welcome to contact me in the coming days and I will connect you with my colleagues leading our Forest and Landscape activities. You can reach me at thomas.rebermark@siwi.org

From Johnson Onyibe: Many thanks, Thomas. Our experience in Nigeria shows that the partnerships focused on ecosystem improvement gain momentum when economic plants are integrated into the project. While the community are more receptive to the new approach using economic/food plants, the Public sector appears hesitant. In your work, did you encounter such public hesitancies and how were they resolved?

From Gregory Johnson: There seems to be consistent engagement with institutions to implement the

From Thomas Rebermark, Stockholm International Water Institute to Hosts and panelists: Yes, Johnson. We have seen similar hesitancy from the public sector in many regions of our work. Whilst the community are more curious and and willing to new approaches. Which is why it is so essential that community are stakeholders in our projects.

From Gregory Johnson: SDGs versus the inclusion of Parents as possible Bridge Builders to actually implement and evaluate the impact and outcomes. Without the voice and presence of Parents in the dialogue and applications, we don't know IF the perceived value and anticipated success is authentic.

From Maimouna BA: Thanks for your brilliant presentation

From Sahar Attia to Hosts and panelists: Great presentation thank you

From Sheku Bangura: Thank you for your brilliant presentation

From leidy forero: Thank you for give the guides for this process of transition.

From Ihuoma Ephraim: Thank you so much for the insight.

From Sprinner: thank you our presenters for the wonderful presentations.

From Ken Kinney to Hosts and panelists: The presentation are very informative educative and I will like to have a copy of each. my email is kkinney@thedevin.org

From coumba tine to Hosts and panelists: Thanks all for the presentations

From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez: Thank you for this excellents presentation and session

From Santiago Obispo: Congratulations to the organizers of the Virtual / Webinary Meeting, for its content and contributions to our knowledge. Thank you, we appreciate taking our mail-e: Sobispo @ gmail.com

From Santiago Obispo: sobispo@gmail.com, for PPT presentations or PDF. Please

From Stephany Breytenbach: Congratulations! on this great work!

From Patricia Barrón Salido: Very interested in NGOs working with migrants/asylum seekers. FESAC on US/Mexico border almacanyez@gmail.com

From HEDWIG MUSE to Hosts and panelists: Interested migrants and asylum seekers too. My area of research

From Olatunde Adekoya: Hi everyone, it's a privilege to be here. I am Olatunde from Nigeria. my contact: olatundeboss4u@gmail.com

I've a question in the Q/A section.

Thanks.

From Dr. Pamela Kaithuru: Very insightful for networking and partnerships

From Sheku Bangura: @ Patricia I am working on migrants in Sierra Leone see the website www.anaaims.org

From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez: Thank you for this wonderfull session
From Santiago Obispo: @patricia, estamos en Suramerica, particularmente con migrantes venezolanos, por favor, comunicarse con nuestro coordinador de Migración y Restauración, Juan Obispo Pérez, jjobispo@gmail.com

From Majdi Alnajjar: Very promising construction!

From Majdi Alnajjar: Thanks for sharing !!

From Santiago Obispo: Please, send email, Sheku, exist an Route of Africa Occidental to Amazonas, is very, very complicated.

From mohammed sadeck to Hosts and panelists: Please include me when sending the report. Lubna,dajani@gmail.com

From Santiago Obispo: My WhatsApp is +584121924830

From Ana Babina Macías: amacias@fechac.org.mx

From Santiago Obispo: +584121924830

From mohammed sadeck: Brilliant session. Lubnadajani@gmail.com +12019820934 https://www.linkedin.com/in/lubnadajani

From Ihuoma Ephraim: Splendid! ihufavg@gmail.com +2348065785593

From Serey Sam to Hosts and panelists: Serey Sam chairmanknlf@gmail.com https://sites.google.com/view/knlf/home

From Android Bluedroid: veuillez m'envoyer les présentations au hafida.guerrache@mf.gov.dz merci

From Maimouna BA: +22661288459 maimounaba428@gmail.com

From Android Bluedroid: how Can i suscribe project toi test sgds in local communoty

From Android Bluedroid: ?!

From NABE Kanfiegue to Hosts and panelists: hello great and again great

From Christine Bourdel: thank mail for sending presentation christine.bourdel@gmail.com

From Caecilia Roth: Thanks - most informative!

From HEDWIG MUSE to Hosts and panelists: jpchumanrights@aoskenya.org

From Sahar Attia to Hosts and panelists: Great webinar thanks to all speakers

From Serey Sam to Hosts and panelists: Thank for very helpful informative

From HEDWIG MUSE to Hosts and panelists: Nice and rich presentation thank you!

From Gregory Johnson: Thank you to EACH of the panelist. Great in depth learning and information.

From Maricel Elorde: Thank you all! 😊

From Stephany Breytenbach: Wonderful thank you

From Santiago Obispo: Patricia el WhatsApp of +57 320 8328049

From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez: Thank you!

From Omer KOKOU-TCHRI: Thank you everyone